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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.

Rally Sport Region Will Never Use
Email Blasts or Social Media to
Solicit Money from Members for
non-RSR Events.
Recently our the PCA address info was used to send out
a solicitation asking RSR members to support a heart
tugging cause. It was a fake! PCA is attempting to
prevent repeats in the future. Nevertheless, know that
we will never solicit you for funds to non-RSR events
-- Never!
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Thanks Tim.

I want to publicly thank Tim Pott for all he has done for
ArborMotion and Rennstatt in particular and wish him great
success in his new venture, it is well deserved.
Tim and I have known each other for more than 25 years and
frankly, he is the reason that I am the owner of this fine repair
shop. His guidance will be missed, but Tim left us in terrific
shape and has trained two outstanding technicians to continue
his legacy in Porsche repair and service. Tim’s son, Nick Pott, is
still here running the show and we look forward to maintaining
our great relationship with all Porsche owners and PCA.
We’d say “goodbye” but we know we will still see you often so
again, we will just say “Thanks Tim!”
Sebastian Gaeta and the ArborMotion & Rennstatt crew

WE DON’T MOONLIGHT IN PORSCHE REPAIR,
WE SPECIALIZE IN PORSCHE CARE.

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

BOSCH Authorized
Service Center

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088 
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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On the Grid
By RSR President Tim Pott

I know it’s only late January but I
stubbornly like to think that the end of
winter isn’t that far off. The days are
slowly but surely getting longer, and
plans for Spring drives and other club
activities are brewing. As I look out
my window at the rain, I know that it is
too early to hope that this could be the
cleansing rain that washes away the salt. I’m sure we’re
in for more salt! Permit me these delusional thoughts, as
they help me maintain my sanity during the winter months.
Dave Cooper, our long time Events Chairperson, has
recently informed me that he will be stepping down from
that position. We all owe Dave and his wife, Nora, our
gratitude for the service they have provided over these
past several years. They have hosted many events in the
past in addition to coordinating our club’s annual calendar
of events. Dave and Nora are planning a move to Madison,
Wisconsin in order to be closer to Dave’s company’s home
base. We will miss Dave and Nora and wish the best for
them in their new home.
The Events Chair is an important position and we
are fortunate to have the family team of Dru Huber, her
husband Matt, and son Zach working to taking over this
role. As many of you know, Matt is a past president, so he
is intimately familiar with the RSR club’s culture and how
things work. The Hubers have organized “Flash Drives” this
past summer; perhaps some of you have attended one of
these. A Flash Drive is really just a shorter driving tour,
they’re loads of fun with a shorter time commitment. On
February 10, Dru will be cooking up a Mardi Gras Party with
a huge spread of authentic Cajun cuisine. This is an official
charity event and attendance is limited to the first thirty
people who register. If there are still openings available as
of this writing, you owe it to yourself to jump on board for
some great food and camaraderie. But let’s not let all the
events be left up to just the Hubers and the other repeat
event hosts. Recurring events are great, but we can always
use some new ideas for happenings in the future. I’ve
heard some suggestions, now it’s time to mobilize them
into real events.
Our Zone 4 Representative, Michael Soriano, has
been term limited out of his position. Michael is moving
on to a serve as the National Awards Chair. Michael and
his lovely wife, Lisa, brought a lot of energy to the Zone
Rep position and I’m certain that will carry over into the

national position as well. Michael and Lisa often showed
up at various region’s events and were most recently in
attendance at our Holiday Party held at Germain Porsche
of Ann Arbor. We wish them well and hope we’ll continue
to see them at some of our events.
Taking over for Michael as our new Zone Representative
is Lori Schutz. Lori has some serious background in PCA
and has been a member of many regions around the
country.
Currently she belongs to the Southeastern
Michigan Region. Lori is a real track enthusiast and an
experienced D.E. instructor. She has promised to make
some of our RSR D.E. events this upcoming season. (If that
last name rings a bell, it’s because her father, Peter Schutz,
was CEO of Porsche AG from 1981 to 1987. Mr. Schutz has
been credited with saving the 911 from extinction, as plans
to phase out production were in the works. Mr. Schutz
didn’t just save the 911, he oversaw many improvements
that assured improved quality and reliability to the iconic
Porsche model.) Our Vice President, Peter Grant and I will
look forward to meeting her at the upcoming President’s
meeting on March 17th.
Motor-Stadt Region (central Michigan) is in the planning
stages of an exciting, new event currently scheduled for
August 17 through the 19th in Saint Ignace, Michigan.
This is a multi-regional event involving several different
zones in the Michigan area. It is titled “Porsches Across
the Mackinac Bridge”. What a great idea for an event in
one of the more scenic areas of our state. Please mark
your calendars, or better yet, throw your hat in the ring
and offer to help with the planning! There is plenty to do
with an event of this size, so don’t be shy. I’m certain there
is room on the planning committee for anyone willing to
help.
Finally, an era closes and I’m moving on to new
challenges. As mentioned in a recent email blast I’m
moving to Automotive Techniques in Novi. This allows me
to limit my responsibilities to what I enjoy most -- rebuilding
Porsche engines and transmissions. I will miss Sebastian
and all the good folks at ArborMotion and wish them all
the best in the future. “Time With Tim“ will continue, but
now at Automotive Techniques. Look for the details on
page 27.
Here’s hoping for an early Spring! Bueno snowshoes!
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Membership
Current Membership 498*
* Includes 309 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Kevin Allard
Ann Arbor, MI
2004 Silver 911 Carrera 4S

Daniel Mazur
Ann Arbor, MI
1984 Black 911 Carrera

Amy Phillips
Ypsilanti, MI
1979 Brown 924

Shelly Snyder
Lincoln Park, MI
2006 Silver Boxster S

Member Anniversaries
January Anniversaries:
Denis & Bethany Hall.................... 29
Matt & Dru Huber......................... 25
Greg & Deborah Peet.................... 18
Jim & Kari Dowty........................... 16
Kurt & Hiroe Peterson................... 14
Al & Marianne Gaulin................... 12
Steve & Cynny Spencer................... 8
William Casey.................................. 2
Rick Farrow..................................... 2
Marcel & Nanette Cote................... 1

February Anniversaries:
Steven & Trevor Wild.................... 10
Jim & Loretta Dunham.................. 31
Vince Pernell................................... 9
Wally & Eve Haley......................... 24
Orgun & Saadet Guralp................... 8
John & Bill Heider......................... 24
Conrad Zumhagen &
Roy & Kay Retzlaff......................... 23
Kathryn Stevens........................ 8
Kevin & Dianne Spicher................. 23
Will Rogers & Katrina Bean............. 7
Ken & Charles Dill.......................... 22
Doug Wathen & Amanda Kachur.... 7
Gary & Maggie Hibler................... 22
Tom & Jan Krueger........................ 22
Rick & Joni Scherrer........................ 6
Phil & Nichole Mather..................... 5
John & Katerina Roumanis............ 19
Kenneth & Ian Thompson............... 5
Gerry Plocharczyk &
Victoria Reinert........................ 18
Scott & Jill-Maria Ferrier................. 4...
George Lindquist............................. 2
Wayne Ellis & Patricia Novak......... 15
Greg Mercier................................... 2
Jeremy & Nicholas Goddard.......... 13
Robert & Sandra Avery.................. 12
Arin Puckett..................................... 2
Robert & Kim Brancato................... 1
Roland & Kyle Heiberger............... 11
Mark & Betty Schick...................... 11
Maurizio Masullo............................ 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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RSR Calendar of Events
February 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
February 10 (Sat.) 7:00 PM Mardi Gras in Michigan -Hosts: Matt, Dru & Zach Huber (See ad on page 25)
February 17 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, Automotive
Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott. (See ad on page 27)
March 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
March 17 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, Automotive
Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott
April 3 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
April 21 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, Automotive
Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott
May 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,

Plymouth
May 19 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, Automotive
Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott
June 5 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
July 10 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
August 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
August 17-19 (Fri.-Sun.) Porsches Across the Mackinaw
Bridge (Details on this PCA Zone 4 event will be available later in the year)

For more information on surrounding area
events, see “Around the Zone” on page 21.
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2017 Holiday Party
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant with photos by Stewart & Sally Free

The RSR region of the PCA held their annual Christmas on
Saturday (Dec 2), and can happily say it was another terrific
event for all who attended. This year featured live music by
a jazz quartet from Wayne State University, and excellent
“heavy” hors d’oeuvres provided once again by the nearby
Produce Station. And where better to have a Porsche club
party than at the local Porsche dealer. Germain Porsche
of Ann Arbor once again opened their doors and moved
all their cars (except for a stunning new 911 Turbo, which
graced the bar area) from the showroom floor so we could
eat, drink, mingle, and enjoy the festive occasion.
For the third year, the club asked attendees to bring
presents and/or a donation of at least $50/person for the
sick kids at Mott Children’s Hospital in lieu of “paying” to
attend the gala event. True to form, the members and their
guests came though with a record amount of toys and donations. Even better, RSR member Brian Pizzuti arranged
for the donation of all the liquor for the event. With Brian’s
permission, we took advantage of this great windfall and
had a “cash” bar, with all the proceeds being added to the
donations and gifts for the kids. Brian also brought special etched (with the Porsche crest, of course) rock glasses
for each guest, and Germain donated two very high-end
Porsche detail kits that were raffled off as part of the evening’s events.

All in all, RSR was able to deliver $3800 in cash and checks
and a HUGE box of great toys, books, games, and a few really good looking Porsche model cars…all to be given to the
kids at Mott who are hospitalized over the holidays. Special
thanks have to go to Germain Porsche for allowing us to
once again use their facilities, to Brian Pizzuti for securing
an incredible array of great liquors (and a bartender) for the
party, and especially to all the members of the RSR who attended, opening up their hearts and their pocket books to a
great cause.
Pictured below are RSR President Tim Pott and Vice-President Peter Grant, along with Mott Community Relations
people Kevin Smith and Diane Shember, standing behind
carts filled with our toy donations. The slight bulge on the
right side of Tim’s jacket is from the envelopes of cash and
checks we also have for the Hospital. A great party for a
great cause…it doesn’t get any better. “Merry Christmas to
all, and to all a good night!”

Host and RSR President Tim Pott and J.P. Lammers
Porsche of Ann Arbor General Manager

Members came in style!
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Wayne State University Jazz Quartet added
atmosphere

Nicole & Garrett Roberson
had the Holiday spirit.
Member Brian Pizzuti and his wife
Laura generously donated the bar
liquor allowing us to raise even more
money for the children at Mott Hospital’s Christmas celebration.
Gene & Susie Goodson joined the crowd.

Members came bearing gifts!

Club Insurance Chair Jim Dowty
with his wife Kari Myers.

Track Registrar Tom Krueger
came with his wife Jan.
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Points, Condensers And Such
Story, photo and technical drawing by RSR President and master Porsche technician Tim Pott
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I recently read some of the online discussions regarding
early ignition systems found on Porsche 356 models. Like
so many discussions on the internet, some of these are well
informed, others not so much. I suspect some folks take
a bit of knowledge and draw on intuition to fill in blanks.
Regardless, a review of this topic seems appropriate as so
many of these wonderful little cars are out there and they
deserve the love.
To understand electricity, it is helpful to compare it to
water. Electrical voltage is equal to water pressure, the
force pushing current through the wire. Flow, the amount
of water volume, is equal to amperage. Ohms are resistance to flow and are represented by the work that the
electricity is performing, such as lighting a bulb or running
an electric motor.
All ignition systems, modern and old, have two circuits:
primary and secondary. It might be easier to identify the
two circuits if you just think of primary wiring as smaller
in diameter and the secondary wiring as bigger. Secondary wiring requires that it have thicker insulation because it
carries a high voltage current that wants to leak through the
insulation and find a pathway to ground that requires less
energy. The primary circuit is either 6 or 12 volts depending
on the battery of your Porsche. The problem is that battery
voltage does not provide sufficient pressure (voltage) to
jump the air gap at the spark plug (approximately .7mm on
early engines). The ignition system must convert primary
voltage from the battery (6 or12 volts) to a much higher
voltage, in some systems as high as 50,000 volts. This higher voltage is required to force the current to arc the gap at
the spark plug that ignites the fuel and air in the combustion chamber of your engine.
The requirement of stepping up voltage from 12 to tens
of thousands of volts is met by the ignition coil, which is
often called a “transformer” because it transforms low voltage to high voltage. The coil is where the magic happens.
An ignition coil functions on the principle of electromagnetic induction, or magic if you prefer. It seems electricity
and magnetism are hopelessly linked to one another. If you
take voltage running through a wire, it will create a magnetic field around that wire, this is how electro-magnets are
made. If you do the opposite, move a magnet past a coil of
wire, it will induce electrical current into that wire.
The ignition coil takes a whole bunch of small windings
(primary) and wraps them around a smaller number of
larger wire windings (secondary). Now we just need to run
the available battery voltage through the primary circuit

(lots of small windings) and we will create a big magnetic
field around the secondary windings. If the current is interrupted in the primary circuit, the magnetic field suddenly
collapses and it has the same effect as if you move the magnetic field past that coil of wire; it induces a high voltage
current. We now have a high voltage current coming out
of our ignition coil capable of arcing across an air gap at
the spark plug. As previously stated, this “stepped up” voltage can reach as high as 50,000 volts. If you don’t believe
me, just feel free to grab your coil wire while your engine is
running and find out for yourself. NO! Don’t really do it! If
you have a pace maker it can actually make you dead! The
shock you would receive is relatively low amperage, so it
wouldn’t be deadly to a normally healthy human, but it is
still plenty uncomfortable.

It is the duty of the ignition points to interrupt the primary current and collapse the magnetic field around the secondary windings of the coil. You will find the points inside
the ignition distributor. They open and close in response
to a little cam (a circular post with bumps on it) one bump
for each cylinder. When the engine rotates the ignition distributor, the cam lobe pushes the points open, the primary
circuit is then interrupted and the magnetic field on the
primary side of the ignition coil collapses. Voila! A high
voltage current discharges from the ignition coil. There is
a minor problem that occurs when the points open; a low
voltage arc of current will form which has the capacity to
(Continued on facing page)

burn the contact surface of the points. A condenser is used
as a sort of shock absorber for the electrical current; it momentarily absorbs some of the current when the points
open and reduces the arcing, thus allowing the points to
operate without burning up prematurely. (See Tim’s drawing below.)
Point “dwell” refers to the amount of time that the
points remain closed as the distributor cam rotates and is
critical for proper ignition system operation. Four cylinder
Porsche engines have dwell specification of 48 to 52 degrees of distributor rotation. The dwell angle is important
as it provides sufficient time for the coil’s primary windings
to become saturated electrically, and allows the maximum
build up of the electromagnetic field in the coil. It is also
important to note that the spark from the coil occurs the
instant that the points open. That means that if you adjust
the points, you will affect the ignition timing as well. Proper
sequence of service always demands that you adjust ignition timing only after the dwell (point gap) has been properly set.
The reliability problem with this reasonably simple system boils down to the points themselves. Even though
the condenser (electrical shock absorber) helps prevent
the points from burning, it doesn’t eliminate burning altogether, so the points eventually wind up developing some
pitting which effects their performance. The other problem is the little rubbing block that the cam lobe pushes on.
The block can wear down over several thousand miles even
when properly lubricated. As it wears, the point gap is reduced and eventually the points will not open at all. The
result is that the magnetic field will not be interrupted; no
collapse of the magnetic field and you will not generate a
spark.

If you are fortunate enough to own a classic Porsche and
wish to keep the original appearance of the engine and its
systems, my advice is to keep the points, condenser and ignition coil and just maintain them properly. I would stay
away from some of the popular optical sensing devices that
are available in the aftermarket. These systems replace the
points with cheap, plastic, sensors. They also require a
control unit that steps up the optical signal in order to trigger the coil. While the concept is valid, the actual reliability
of these systems just doesn’t justify their use. In short, they
break. A set of ignition points, properly installed, will easily last 5,000 miles. Points rarely, if ever, actually break as
opposed to just wearing out. True enough, ignition system
technology has been vastly improved and modern systems
require almost no maintenance at all, but consider your usage of your vintage car and how long it takes to put 5,000
miles on it. Now think how angry you will be when you
decide to “upgrade” to something that turns out to be less
reliable. If you’re really worried about reliability, spend an
extra $10.00 and carry a spare set of points.
If absolute originality and appearance of your engine’s
ignition system is not important to you, there are many high
quality options available that are a huge improvement over
your points and condenser ignition. Many of these systems
are used for racing applications and are far more powerful
electrically than what was available when these cars were
considered contemporary. As various modifications to engines are made for performance enhancements, additional
modifications to an engine’s support systems become necessary as well, and upgraded ignition systems become a necessity. If, however, you are into originality and are content
with the performance your vehicle had when it left the factory, the original ignition system will function appropriately
and reliably with a little regular maintenance.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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275
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Partner/Spouses & Car Guys
By Carol Kelleher of the Northern Ohio Region, PCA as originally appearing in that region’s newsletter, Voices In The Trunk

Perhaps I should have more seriously considered the trophies and framed photos of his past Porsches when I first
met my husband-to-be. After all, he wasn’t critical of my
aging Honda Civic. He drove an American car, which brand
I can’t recall now without his help. After a year or so of
marriage, the Honda and that other car were replaced by
BMW’s and a Volvo. Then our son finished college and
scored a respectable job and we were able to retire. Soon
after that the first Porsche appeared! Replaced soon by
Porsches #2 and then #3. The cleaning supplies, towels,
baby blankets (really, baby blankets?) and Q-tips multiplied
in our garage. Now we have moved to NE Ohio and are up
to Porsche #4 – but only one at a time! Our house selection most definitely guided by the heated and tiled garage
with hot and cold water and even more cleaning supplies
because of the return of dreaded road chemicals in our life!
I have come to accept that not only is he a “Car Guy”, but
he is a CLEAN Car Guy. Perhaps my Coping Strategies might
be useful to the many other spouses and partners who have
their very own Clean Car Guys. I welcome any suggestions!
• Strive to find things that you appreciate and/or enjoy
about the car - for example the color, or my personal favorite, ventilated seats! I also have to admit that it’s a
thrill to zip along curvy roads on a beautiful fall day!
• Negotiate how much space will be available on road trips
in that ever-shrinking trunk and storage area (otherwise
known as a “back seat”) for your travel essentials after

the cleaning supplies and car related miscellanea are
packed. Think of nice restaurants or those new boots you
have been wanting! I know, all Car Guy partners agree
with me on this one.
• Develop calming techniques when dangerous threats
arise while driving-like tar, gravel, bad drivers, and –the
dreaded RAIN storm!! Expletives not even close to being printable erupt from this generally calm man. I find
changing the music may help. But generally, just hold
your breath as “this too shall pass”.
• PCA has great social events with wonderful club members. You may find yourself surrounded by Car Guys talking about what Car Guys talk about. Nod convincingly at
the details related to the intricacies of mechanics, cleaning, performance, etc. while searching the room for others of your kind-usually easy to pick out since they are
also the ones nodding convincingly but not contributing
to the conversation. Adroitly excuse yourself and join up
with those likeminded friends and talk about-say books,
vacations, new restaurants!
I love that he loves these cars! Some of his biggest smiles
are when he is cleaning the car to blaring Beach Boys music
in our meticulously clean dust and dirt free, and toasty Ohio
garage. And, oh yes, I love Charlie, the puppy, that joined
our family as we were negotiating for Porsche # 3, or was it
#2?

Peter Grant, shown here with his wife Melanie, serves as our club’s busy VicePresident and behind the scene contributes in so many other ways. For example
he has filled in, as necessary, for the Events Chair, helped Tim Pott set up and
tear down the Time With Tim sessions and contributed each month to the Bahn
Stormer with his “The Back Seat” columns. Most importantly his enthusiasm for
the club is contageous.
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Porsche Club Exclusive
Porsche Club Members can get

$50.00 OFF a Deluxe Detail
Just $249.00 Normally $299

Buy 3 and Get the 4th Detail for FREE
Just $750.00 for 4 Deluxe Details
Call to Schedule 734.761.3201

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Cars Have Feelings Too
I am convinced that cars do have feelings and can express
emotions much as animate creatures do. I know this from
years of experience over many different cars. Once I explain the signs to look for I am sure you will see it for yourself. And why should cars not have feelings? Consider how
a car is an extension of its owner’s emotions and ego. Consider how the car and owner share special connections and
special moments. If you have never felt that connection is
it the car’s fault, or your own?
Sharing emotion with a car of course starts with your first
car. The car gives you freedom and you are grateful for special moments that you share with your car. You feel good
because of the car and you reward the car with attention,
hand car washes and waxes. The car gets regular servicing
and the best parts you can afford. It responds with faithful
service and takes you places that you enjoy and remember
fondly. You take lots of pictures of your car and show it off
to friends and family. You never forget your first car. Does
this sound familiar to other relationships you have?
Certain cars you connect with and other cars just become forgettable appliances. Is it because some cars have
character and some lack character? If a car makes you feel
good to drive it why should it not be that the car feels good
to be driven well by an appreciating owner? If it is treated
poorly maybe it is natural that it will lack self esteem and be
unresponsive just as any other companion would. It may
have started with the cowboy’s horse or the farmer’s cow
but the modern man is just as dependent on the car as the
first two were with their essential animals.
Here is what I experience with cars with feelings and see
if you can’t identify some of those emotions or reactions in
your own car relationship. First are the obvious signs. A
car will run better with a fresh tank of gas, a fresh oil change
or a good car wash or polish. That would seem obvious but
is it real or just perception? The car is reacting to getting attention and we sense the improvement in performance so
do you feel better, does the car feel better, or is it a combination of both? The car sits in the garage unused for a long
period of time either through design or neglect. When it
finally gets used it responds either with surprising good performance or with hesitation. Is the car acting grateful or
resentful and can it be acting out some frustration or even
suppressed emotion? Do those emotions belong to the car
or its owner, or both? The most obvious sign is when the

car starts experiencing irrational failures or displays mysterious warning lights on the dash. When you take the car in
for service all the symptoms disappear for no rational reason, except perhaps the emotional state of the car.
I think a car can even feel desertion or jealousy. The first
sign is when the car is getting older and you consider trading it in on a replacement. The reaction sometimes is that
the car starts running better than ever and you consider
hanging on to it a while longer. Or another reaction is that
performance becomes unpredictable and perhaps you get
stranded somewhere inconvenient. The truly sympathetic
car will only quit or get a flat tire in your own driveway. And
if you have multiple cars it is essential not to show favoritism. Introducing a new car to the garage can cause trauma.
The remaining car may wonder what the other car did to
warrant its demise. Tell tale signs may be tires going soft or
mysterious leaking fluids. As tempting as it may be to drive
only the new car this can prove to be a mistake. I can’t
prove that cars can actually talk to each other but in this era
of highly intelligent cars I can have my suspicions.
So call me crazy but there just could be something real
going on between us and our cars. It can be a good thing
for you and your car. Car empathy can be good for your
emotional well being and that is proven to be good for your
physical well being too. The worst that can happen to your
car is that you treat it better and it gives you better service
and performance. The worst that can happen to you is that
you develop emotional issues and require therapy, but I disavow any responsibility for that happening to you. Now get
out there and hug your car.
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One Man’s Bucket (Seat) List
By RSR member and first time contributor Rick Ratliff

As I get older, I realize that what matters most in life are friendships and experiences. Whenever my wife argued that we
could buy new living room furniture for the price of a planned
trip, I would ask her, “What do you think we will remember
more fondly, our trip or our new sofas?”
Before I go on, I have to introduce myself. I am an Ann Arborite, a Porsche enthusiast, an on-again off-again member
of the PCA, and, while I have gone to a few Cars and Coffee
gatherings at Zingerman’s Roadhouse, I have never attended a
club event of any type. I have no excuse for this, and I intend
to change my ways.
I have just turned 65, and have been retired for the past
few years from a career in journalism, business and advertising. Like so many of you, I love cars, racing, and Porsches. I
especially love the romance and history of racing.
As a reporter for the Detroit Free Press, I had hot passes
three years in a row in the early 80s when the Detroit Grand
Prix was a downtown F1 event. I interviewed Ayrton Senna,
Jackie Stewart, Phil Hill, Alain Prost, Frank Williams, Dan Gurney, John Watson and many others.
Three years ago, I took my son on an amazing odyssey
across Germany and Austria in a customized 911 4S Cabriolet,
as part of a Porsche Travel Club Exclusive Tour. In 2015 I went
to the 24 Hours of Le Mans as a paying guest of Porsche, got
a hot lap of the circuit in a 911 GT3 with a French rally driver
at the wheel, and watched the 919s claim victory for the first
time.
I have owned a long series of sports cars, mostly Porsches. I
currently own a 2016 GT silver Boxster Spyder with a red Spyder Classic interior. I consider it the finest car I will ever own,
with an exhaust note that still sends a chill down my spine.
All these things have made me very happy.
But I am not getting any younger, and my window for pursuing automotive high adventure is shrinking. So I have composed what I like to call my Bucket (Seat) List, a list of things I
intend to do before I get too old to do them. These all involve
European travel. See how this list compares to your own unrealized automotive fantasies. These are not in any special order:

my choice. This goal is probably easier to achieve. The Mille
Miglia, the 1000 mile race up and down the boot of Italy that
helped create the legend of Sterling Moss and Enzo Ferrari.
Again, it would be fun to make this a group outing with a Mille
Miglia expert in the lead car. Any takers?
I would love to visit remnants of many of the old race circuits in France--Rouen, Reims, and Clermont Ferrand among
them. If time permitted, I would also go to England and see
what is left of the old Brooklands circuit.
I would love to go visit old racing circuits in Germany, namely the Nurburgring Nordschleife, Solitude, and Avus circuits.
I want to fly to Rome and drive, preferably in a Ferrari, to
the Ferrari Headquarters and museum in Modena, and see the
testing circuit in Maranello.

DRIVING ADVENTURES:
I want to fly to Palermo, Sicily and drive some of the routes
of the Targa Florio in a sports car. A 981 Boxster S might be
perfect, since it would evoke Porsche’s Targa Florio glory days.
I say “some of the routes” because, as you may know, parts of
the circuits are now in such disrepair they are nearly impassable. It would be especially fun to arrange a group outing and
travel in a caravan with a Targa Florio historian.
I want to fly to Rome and drive a route of the Mille Miglia
in a great sports car. In this case, a late model Ferrari would be

I also have more modest driving trips I would love to take
in the United States in my Spyder. I would love, for example,
to drive the Tail of the Dragon, that windy, mountainous road
in the Smoky Mountains, and combine it with visits to a few
Civil War battlefields. I also want to drive M22 in the Leelanau
Peninsula so many times that I have it memorized. And I would
like to go the Porsche Barber Racing School in Alabama and the
Porsche Experience Center in Atlanta.
But for me, the romance of Europe always beckons the
loudest. What about you?

SPECTATING ADVENTURES:
I want to go to Soundnacht at the Porsche Museum in Zuffenhausen. This is the night when people crowd the museum and
Porsche technicians start various cars in the exhibits, especially race cars, so spectators can hear how wonderful they sound.
I absolutely must attend the Goodwood Reunion. This is that
lovely event where spectators dress in 1950s attire, and great
race drivers, old and young, pilot legendary race cars along the
Goodwood Circuit in England. What an amazing scene.
I hope to go to Spa Francorchamps to watch the Masters
Classic 6 Hour Race. I have this one all planned out in my head.
I would fly direct to Amsterdam, rent a convertible Mini Cooper, drive it to the Hague to see an amazing car museum, then
haul ass to Belgium and through the Ardennes to Spa Francorchamps where I would stay in one of those old hotels in the
village.
And what motor sporting life would be complete without at
least once going to Monaco for the Grand Prix? I would cap it
off by spending a few nights at a great hotel in Nice, one of my
favorite seaside cities.
Similarly, I would love to go to Monza for the Italian Grand
Prix, then spend a few nights recuperating at the Villa Del Este
on Lake Como.
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Crossy Kids
Story and photo by regular contributor Emmanual Garcia, RSR’s Cranky Webveister (see his blog at Crankydriver.com)

(Editor’s Note: Eman is back in the U.S. but wanted to share
this article he wrote while living in Germany two years ago.)

My kids (10-, 6-year-olds) sometimes walk 1 km to school
here in Germany, and it freaks me out. That’s because we
Americans never let our kids out of an adult’s sight, and
because I have no idea how far 1 km is. German kids here
walk or ride their bikes and scooters to school, which must
mean German parents think this is normal, or they need to
be locked up.
I’m old, so I’ve forgotten that I used to walk to school myself. I grew up just north of 8 Mile Road in the Detroit area.
My elementary school was only a couple of blocks away, so
my siblings and I trudged there uphill in the snow against
the wind with the sun in our eyes everyday, if memory
serves.
In junior high, it got trickier. That school was a couple of
miles as the crow flies, or as the kids run when they miss
the bus. When my friend and I miss the bus, we would have
to cross a busy six-lane road called Groesbeck; trespass
through the exploding chemical plant; jump a wide, wet
ditch; climb through railroad cars while avoiding the hobos, all without getting run over by the trains or losing our
books. This was considered safer than asking our parents to
bring us to school.
Groesbeck (M-97) has no median, traffic lights, or pedestrian crossings where we crossed, and the speed limit is
“go at least 45 mph.” It was really a LARP* game of Frogger
(kids, it’s like Crossy Road for old people).
We got our training by crossing a 4-lane road called
Schoenherr to a local grocery store when we were younger.
Kids in our neighborhood would be sent there for bread,
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milk, and other stuff that Uber or Amazon’s “I Want It Right
Now” would deliver today. We went willingly because we
would spend the change on pop and candy (we don’t have
“soda” in Michigan).
We could have crossed Schoenherr by the traffic light,
but that was a whole block away. The preferred method of
crossing was running as fast as we could, getting scared,
turning around and running back to confuse the drivers.
(Yes, we had a lot of squirrels where we grew up. Why do
you ask?).
This is exactly how my kids, who grew up playing in a culde-sac, crossed the street when they first tried it on their
own here. (Have I mentioned this freaks me out?)
Living in Germany, we have a lot of opportunities to train
our kids on how to cross streets safely. Like other Germans,
they now wait for the “green man” before crossing, even
if there is no traffic for miles. They know about pedestrian
crosswalks, although I have to remind them to wait and
make sure the cars stop. (If you want to show that you’re
a rebel in Germany, cross the street on a red light. Or don’t
separate your garbage.)
There are no pedestrians in America today. The only people wandering about are dog-walkers, hard working people,
and CEOs. It’s also possible that evolution has weeded out
the slow pedestrians by now. It’s amazing there are still
paths and sidewalks.
There is a great rails-to-trails path that starts in our town
in Michigan. I run or ride my bike on this path all the time (I
write that to make it sound like I’m in great shape). When it
crosses a major street, it is clearly marked as a pedestrian
crossing. I’ve never seen anyone stop for a pedestrian or
biker on any of these crosswalks. I once stopped to let bicyclists cross at one of them, and promptly confused the
bikers and the other drivers. I’m mildly shocked I was not
thrown into prison for my audacity.
Michigan does not a have a state law regarding pedestrian crosswalks. There is a rule (R 28.1313 Rule 313) about
crosswalks in something called the Michigan Uniform Traffic
Code (MUTC) that municipalities are encouraged to adopt,
but it is not mandatory. This creates an inconsistency in the
pedestrian-driver interaction.
Inside of boutique towns and cities like Milford, Birmingham, or Royal Oak, most drivers notice the “It’s the Law!”
signs by the well-marked crosswalks and actually stop for
pedestrians.
(Continued on facing page.)

In more urban cities like Troy or Detroit, there are no
pedestrians so drivers can concentrate on using their cell
phones as they weave down the road.
In the few touristy towns in Michigan like Suttons Bay or
Saugatuck, there are only drivers looking for parking spaces,
and shoppers trying to remember where they parked.
In university towns like Ann Arbor, students dare drivers
to hit them, and drivers really, really, really want to. One Friday afternoon I once watched a young woman cross a busy
intersection diagonally—Liberty and Division, if you must
know—while looking at her phone. Strangely, none of the
drivers honked their horns. They just passive-aggresively
revved their engines at her.
I’m hoping that when we return the the United States,
my kids will have more sense than I ever had and will be
able to cross a street safely. If I ever let them wander that
far away from our house alone, that is. I’m thinking GPS implants. Maybe tracking collars? Find My iKid app? Community college?
* LARP = Live Action Role-Playing game

J.P. Lammers (center) and Porsche of Ann Arbor
generously presented detailing kits to drawing
winners Rob Potts (left) and Doug Ash (right) as
part of the Holiday Party.
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Join us for a...

928 944 996
TECH SESSION
Saturday, April 7th, 10 am to 3 pm
See the events section of
www.munks.com for details.

All Porsche lovers are welcome
regardless of model or club affilliation.
Lunch will be provided.

NO CHARGE
RSVP recommended to
events@munks.com

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz
Zone 4 Representative
I am thrilled to be your new Zone 4 Representative, transitioning from Michael Soriano and his wife Lisa, who have
served so well for us these past 4 years. I have long, fun
history with Zone 4 and look forward to meeting you at
events throughout the year in our Zone.
A bit about my history – I attended my first Porsche Parade in 1983, joining my father, then President and CEO of
Porsche AG, Peter Schutz, at the Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri. My first PCA event was the Road America PCA Driver
Education (DE) with Chicago Region, then part of Zone 4.
The spring of 1984 was my first autocross with Motorstadt,
and I became hooked on PCA. I served as editor of the
Western Michigan Region newsletter Porsche Uber Alles
for 5 years, and held board positions of Western Michigan
Region including 2 years as President.
I have been a member of many regions and received the
Enthusiast of the Year from 3 since leaving Michigan in the
early 90s. I most recently spent 10 years in Dallas with the
Maverick Region, and after instructor and instructor team
lead roles, became DE Chair. I am currently a member of
Southeast Michigan Region for the past 4 years, where I
participate as a DE instructor and attend social events in
my 2005 Boxster S and 1988 928 S4. As a member of the
PCA Club Racing National Scrutineer team, I have worked
races across the country over the past 5 years.
I hold a Master’s degree in Environmental Engineering
from Michigan State University, and am an Account Executive for a software company serving the higher education

market for a Midwest territory which nicely overlaps Zone
4. Other hobbies include walking in the Komen 3-Day
event to raise funds for breast cancer research, and I enjoy
playing the piano and time in the exercise studio.
And now about YOU - Mark your calendars now and plan
to join me and other Zone 4 members at the 2 Nationally
sponsored PorschePlatz / Car Corral events this spring:
May 4-6 – Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course, Mid-Ohio Racetrack, Lexington, OH
June 1-2– Chevrolet Sports Car Classic, Detroit Belle Isle
Grand Prix, The Raceway at Belle Isle Park, Detroit, MI
Stay warm, and sweet Porsche dreams,
Lori
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A Tale of a Tail -- From Ten Years Ago, this Month
(Or “What Do I Do when I run out of content?”)
By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear

(Editor’s Note: Member Rick Ratliff’s article on page 17 reminded me of the adventure my wife and I took in 2008. In
view of the need to fill up two blank pages I’ve included it
again in this issue for those who missed it ten years ago.)
How do you wrap up a great Porsche driving season? Well
Kathy (my wife) and I did it very well this year. We spent
four days in and around Smokey Mountain National Park -including driving the now famous Tail of the Dragon.
I must first mention that getting to and from Eastern Tennessee were not highlights of the trip. Nine and a half butt
numbing hours, mostly on freeways. And you have to work
hard to find a more boring freeway than I-75 through Ohio!
Nevertheless the destination is worth the drive although
this is not a three-day weekend kind of trip.
We were fortunate to stay with friends who have a vacation home high above Gatlinburg, Tennessee. It was a spectacular home with wonderful views of Smokey Mountain
National Park. Gatlinburg, however, is less than spectacular, unless of course, your idea of paradise is a place with
hundreds of T-shirt/souvenir shops (the kind with rubber
tomahawks and bullwhips), several “olde tyme” photo studios (as if one were not plenty) and dozens of tourist trap
museums. One “museum” even had Anna Nicole Smith’s
Jaguar XKS – how can you do better than that?? From past
experience we would recommend Ashville, North Carolina
as a better headquarters for a tour of the area.
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Now for the “Tail” Tale. From at least this driver’s perspective the “Tail” is everything it is cracked up to be. I
don’t recall a straight stretch on the “Tail,” which is consistent with the claim that is has 318 curves in only 11 miles.
Because of accidents and deaths (I suspect mostly kamikaze
motorcyclists) the “Tail” now has a 35 mph speed limit.
Since we didn’t view this as a DE event we didn’t find the

speed limit a problem. Fun driving (where Kathy is not panicked and I don’t feel the need for a helmet) was in no way
limited. While relevant websites talk about increased traffic
enforcement we didn’t see a police officer during our drive.
The drive, however, was not without one “oh crap” moment. While approaching a blind left-hand turn we found
ourselves sharing our lane with an unrestored (i.e. beater),
‘80’s era Oldsmobile Cutlass plowing into our lane in full understeer. The howl of tires (probably smooth and patched)
and the body roll of a clapped out suspension added a sense
of urgency to the moment. Fortunately we had a little road
shoulder and Bubba was able to rein in his beast just enough
to allow us to avoid ruining the day. Nevertheless, the “Tail”
is not without hazards, no matter how careful you are.
We had another interesting moment when we were
flagged to a stop by an approaching pickup truck. We were
asked to pull to the side of the road because a large truck
was approaching in the oncoming lane. We did as asked
and waited. Within moments we could hear the truck coming – from some distance. The truck driver was honking his
horn around every blind corner and we must have heard
him coming from ten turns away. It was a big truck and it
took up both lanes on nearly every turn. There must be a
reason why a trucker had to take the “Tail” to get from one
place to another and I’d like to hear it.

The “town” of Deal’s Gap, North Carolina sits at one end
of the “Tail.” The sign said a population of seven and I suspect they are all in the same family. They operate what they
refer to as a motorcycle resort. Motorcycle is believable;
“resort” is a serious stretch of the word. The restaurant was
closed when we were there as it was early in the morning
and apparently most motorcyclists only need a couple of
cigarettes and a Coke to start the day and nothing so serious as breakfast. Nevertheless, we were impressed with
the cleanliness of the place. In fact they had just washed it
(Continued on facing page)

out with a hose – I kid you not. The resort has kind of soviet
charm – concrete block construction with flat roofs. The
rooms were spartan. About twelve by twelve feet of large
black and white tiles with a small bath in the back. Just the
place to impress your partner. The focal point outside the
resort rooms is a tree festooned with parts from crashed
motorcycles. While sobering, I don’t think slowing riders
down was its intent.
The final highlight, and probably the employer of at least
five of the seven Deal’s Gap people, was the gift shop. The
shop has lots of clothing and other souvenirs that allow you
to advertise that you had a Deal’s Gap adventure. By the
way, there were no deals in Deal’s Gap – there must be another basis for the town’s name.
Finally, while the “tail” was a great road, it was just one

The Deal’s Gap Motorcycle Resort in the
background
of many great roads in that Tennessee-North Carolina area.
You can spend days and days on rural but paved roads that
wind from one place to another and occasionally through
great little towns.
Two tips for those of you thinking this sounds like a great
trip. First I’d suggest going in the off season. I can’t imagine
driving the Tail of the Dragon when mobs of motorcyclists
and sports cars are there. Our trip in early November was
perfect although we may have gotten especially lucky with
the weather – dry, clear skies, and mid-60’s. Secondly, get
out of bed early and get on the roads before the Lincoln
Town Car/Toyota Avalon folks hit the road. Many such drivers only check their rearview mirrors once an hour, rarely
pull over for overtaking vehicles, and there are few legal

passing spots on the best roads. Even early in the morning
you have to be patient. Pull over and wait for the minivan
who is slowing your pace to move down the road so that
you can enjoy your car.
Apropos to nothing, I’m reminded of another driving adventure earlier this fall when I drove the roads along the
Ohio River from Owensboro, Kentucky to Portsmouth, Ohio
– a three day, ten hours per day, solo venture. At one point,
having been totally engrossed in the drive I was down to an
empty tank and was desperate for gas. I pulled into a gas
station at a rural road junction in southern Indiana. It was a
rickety little place and I didn’t trust that their idea of 93 octane was the same as mine, so I only bought five gallons. As
I was paying for the gas – this was not an automated pump
type place – the clerk, a wizened old guy wearing overalls,
asked what kind of car I was driving. I said, “a Porsche,” and
he nodded. He then said, “the boys” (who were silently sitting around a table behind me) noticed you put’in the gas in
the front of that little thing.” I affirmed their keen observation and mentioned that the car’s engine was in the back.
That resulted in raised eyebrows but no further comment. I
would have loved to hear the conversation after I left. It was
moment out of the 1950s.

The Tree of Shame
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1973 Porsche 914-4 2.0L Wide-Body (has 916 style fiberglass flares molded into
the body) Florida car (inland-from Orlando area)
stored in Michigan since
2004. 162,000 miles,
Complete disassemble
and professional repaint
in 1999 a beautiful BMW
Sinibar Red (originally Baby Blue). 5 Speed Trans. Engine
is stock except for Dellorto (Italian Weber) carbs and sport
exhaust. 1973 2.0L engines had the highest horsepower(95) of all the 4 cylinder 914 Porsches. Excellent condition chrome bumpers and 4-bolt, 8-spoke Alloy Wheels
(6x14front and 7x14rear with good condition P215-60R14
Kumho tires) with 1 inch wheel spacers. Body is solid.
Needs some suspension work and Interior re-assembly to
get it back on the road. Also has an aftermarket underdash AC system (can be removed). $6,500 OBO. Call Gary
Starin; Cell: 248-425-0799 (09/17)
1973 914: 2.0 very nice Silver and Black 2 liter with appearance package. Great
driving car that has been
locally owned the last 15
years. Very reliable car
that can be driven anywhere. Very well cared
for car. For more info
and pictures please call Sebastian Gaeta at 734-645-9381.
Asking $14,900 and am open to fair and honest negotiations. (09/17)
1972 911T Targa: Viper Green. Same owner for 23 years
with an extensive restoration completed ten
years ago; 10,000 driven
since. Fully sorted and
beautiful driving early
911. For more info and
pictures please call Sebastian Gaeta at 734-645-9381. Asking $79,000 and am
open to fair and honest negotiations. (09/17)
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1971 914 1.7: comes with rebuilt 2.0. Yellow and Black early 914 that is very solid
and nice driving car. Paint
is just ok but the body is
very straight. Currently
has original 1.7 engine
and tail shifter transmission but comes with rebuilt 2.0 liter and side shift trans. Great value for someone
looking for a fun project. For more info and pictures please
call Sebastian Gaeta at 734-645-9381. Asking $9,900 with
both engines and transmissions and am open to fair and
honest negotiations. (09/17)
1984 Porsche 944: Brown with tan/brown vinyl and cloth
interior. Approximately
88K original miles. Everything works except for
the A/C system. Original
and unmolested car, runs
well, nice condition, interior is great with only a
few minor dash cracks. It has the original Blaupunkt radio with power antenna, cruise control, power deck lid release, power sunroof and windows. All the major service is
complete including Factory Porsche engine mounts, Sachs
/ Boge shocks and struts, reference sensors, belts, rollers,
WP, clutch, throw out bearing, O2 sensor, tires, fuel level
sending unit, tires, fluids, and power steering lines. The
updates include H4 headlamps, solid state DME relay, tail
light update, and new shifter boot. $5500. Please contact Skip Kuhn at 734-344-9506 or T1143RK@gmail.com.
(07/17)
2009 911 Carrera 4S: Bone stock, clean. 62,300 miles,
6-speed manual. Car
comes with extensive
maintenance history
(receipts and invoices).
MSRP was ~$115k. Additional options: Bodycolored center console, Bose high end sound, Navigation,
heated seats, Dynamic cornering bixenons, factory sport
exhaust, sport PASM, Sport Chrono package. $55,000. For
videos, detailed photos and test drives contact Heramb
Dandekar at heramb21@gmail.com (06/17)

OTHER ITEMS
Four 17” Rial Turbo Twist (Cup 3) Wheels: from 1995 Carrera 4. Front 7.5Jx 17H2. Rear 9Jx
17H2. $750.00. Never used. Some
minor scratches near center from
moving while in storage. Dunlop
SP Winter Sport tires are currently mounted. Less than 50 miles.
205/50R17 and 255/40R17 mud
and snow. Dated 2001. Could coordinate local delivery. Contact Mike
McGarry. 248-701-2143. red993@
icloud.com. (11/17)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/17)

Vintage VW Tech
Sunday, April 8th
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Spring & summer projects
and more. Bring your questions!
What do YOU want to learn?
Let us know!
Lunch will be provided and
a $10 donation is requested
to benefit the MVVC.
RSVP recommended to:
events@munks.com
3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

January 20, 2018. Wow! 2018…already 18 years past the
infamous Y2K event they used to describe the year 2000,
thinking all computers were going to crash because none
had been programmed to handle the date 01/01/2000
(how short sighted was that?). Can you imagine that someone born in the year 2000 is now 18 years old? A budding
adult (or not!)?
How does time go by so quickly? Seems the older we get,
the faster it goes. Heck, I remember as a kid summer vacation from school felt like it lasted forever. Now a whole
year seems to go by in the blink of an eye. Someone once
explained to me that it was because at age 10, a single year
represented an entire 10% of our entire life, while at age
50, it is only 2% of our life to date, and so on. Not hard
to get the idea that the older you get, the less and less a
year represents as a portion of your entire life. Kinda makes
sense?
I wonder, though, if the incredibly remarkable advance
of all the technologies that fill our lives has something to do
with it. Used to be if you had a question about something
of interest, you went to the library to look it up and find the
answer. Is it the speeding up of things we do today…things
we can now do now in a matter of seconds that used to take
minutes or even hours…that compresses time and makes it
seem to fly by? How many of us can remember life without the Internet, instant world-wide communication, email,
wireless phones, and TV? Who can imagine a world without
computers? Amazingly, the first programmable electronic
digital computer was finished on February 14, 1946. It filled
a very large room and had far less compute power than the
wireless phone you hold in your hand every day. That was
only 72 years ago.
Today, computers dominate every facet of our daily lives
and have accelerated its pace beyond anything imaginable just a few decades ago. The amount of information
available to us at a moments notice is incomprehensible.
“Google” is now a verb that provides a gateway to detailed
information instatantly on literally any topic of interest.
With the advent of “siri” and “alexa”, we don’t even have
to type our queries any more… we can just verbally ask a
question.
Take our cars, for example. How many of us talk to our
cars, and especially our Porsches? We can now verbally ask
for a specific song, a particular radio station, or to make a
phone call, for example, to your favorite Porsche mechanic.
We also talk to our cars (computers) via all the driving inputs we give it, such as how much throttle, at what rate,

steering input, which gear to select and when. Computers
are listening to all these inputs and translate them into an
automotive response. And should we misjudge something
and enter a corner a bit too fast, a computer will step in and
“adjust” things by modulating the throttle and brake (at an
individual wheel) response to correct our error. Computers
make us all good drivers, even at the track.
Taking it a step further, the automotive industry is focused on the next step of computer intervention into our
automotive lives…the driverless car. Using inputs from sonar, radar, lidor, infrared, GPS, and God knows what else,
the industry is charging hard in a race to bring a successful
driverless automobile to the market. And guess what will
be listening to all these inputs that will be used to guide this
driverless missile? Of course…a computer, or more likely a
vast array of computers. So what’s after that…driverless
racecars? I’ve got a life-sized picture of a NASCAR race with
a bunch of cars from all the major manufacturers running
around Daytona with nobody aboard!
Where did we lose control? More importantly, who’s
guiding this ship? The unfortunate and scary answer is nobody. Take me back to the days when we used to actually
drive our cars, when our foot was directly connected to the
carburetor via a cable, not a computer, the days when we
had to sense correctly the car’s limits or suffer the consequences, when double-clutching was an art mastered by
long hours of practice. I think we should all go out there,
get in our car, and turn off all the PSMs, DSCs, and whatever other acronym you have for some computer backed
stability control. Let’s turn off our Blue tooth, leave our cell
phone in the house, tune in an AM station, and go for a
drive into the past.
Welcome to 2018. Don’t blink or it’ll be gone before you
know it.
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